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                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file AUD001R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.7753 
 
Current V value is 0.019160 (192 ticks)  K1 value is 0.45 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.008622 (86 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.7858 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.7686 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V is equal to or less than low filter value of 192 
 
Low filter does not permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 39830.00 
            current drawdown is -1290.00 
            maximum drawdown was -3980.00 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
SWISS FRANC SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file CHF003R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.9597 
 
Current V value is 0.017405 (174 ticks)  K1 value is 0.90 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.015664 (157 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9454 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9743 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 108 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 62000.00 
            current drawdown is -3587.98 
            maximum drawdown was -7298.59 
================================================================ 
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                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
SWISS FRANC SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file CHF002R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.9597 
 
Current V value is 0.062731 (627 ticks)  K1 value is 0.44 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.027602 (276 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9349 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9858 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 226 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 59925.00 
            current drawdown is -4559.75 
            maximum drawdown was -7762.17 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 



 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
SWISS FRANC SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file CHF001R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.9597 
 
Current V value is 0.060537 (605 ticks)  K1 value is 0.62 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.037533 (375 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9263 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9955 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 134 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 57625.00 
            current drawdown is -2726.94 
            maximum drawdown was -8155.89 
================================================================ 
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                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
SWISS FRANC SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file CHF004R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.9597 
 
Current V value is 0.014249 (142 ticks)  K1 value is 0.89 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.012681 (127 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9481 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 0.9715 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 110 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 52537.50 
            current drawdown is -6872.94 
            maximum drawdown was -9106.71 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
JAPANESE YEN SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file JPY001R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 119.1140 
 
Current V value is 0.000211 (211 ticks)  K1 value is 0.37 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.000078 (78 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 118.0638 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 120.2790 
Protective stop price is 117.5364 
Profit objective price is 118.0777 
 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 20 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently short 1 contract(s) at 116.9727 
Open trade equity is 960.51 
 
From 980102 total profit is 70910.51 
            current drawdown is -6635.02 
            maximum drawdown was -9276.76 
================================================================ 
 
 



================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
JAPANESE YEN SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file JPY002R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 119.1140 
 
Current V value is 0.000180 (180 ticks)  K1 value is 0.37 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.000067 (67 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 118.2173 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 120.1201 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V is equal to or less than low filter value of 20 
 
Low filter does not permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 50837.50 
            current drawdown is -1037.50 
            maximum drawdown was -7366.71 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
BRITISH POUND SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file GBP001R.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 1.4873 
 
Current V value is 0.018730 (187 ticks)  K1 value is 0.48 
 
RIVA trading is in effect 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.008990 (90 ticks) 
 
SellStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 1.4956 
BuyStop (limit order) for tomorrow is 1.4777 
Protective stop price is 1.4189 
Profit objective price is 1.4856 
 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V is equal to or less than low filter value of 188 
 
Low filter does not permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently long 1 contract(s) at 1.4696 
Open trade equity is 554.69 
 
From 980102 total profit is 35629.69 
            current drawdown is -762.50 
            maximum drawdown was -5959.37 
================================================================ 
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                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
EURO CURRENCY UNIT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file EUR005T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 1.0896 
 
Current V value is 0.016280 (163 ticks)  K1 value is 1.15 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.018722 (187 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 1.1066  SellStop is 1.0692 
 
Protective stop price is 1.0586 
Profit objective price is 1.1860 
 
V is less than high filter value of 180 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently long 1 contract(s) at 1.0800 
Open trade equity is 601.25 
 
From 980102 total profit is 95301.25 
            current drawdown is -2073.13 
            maximum drawdown was -9993.75 



================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
EURO CURRENCY UNIT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file EUR002T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 1.0896 
 
Current V value is 0.046070 (461 ticks)  K1 value is 0.74 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.034092 (341 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 1.1220  SellStop is 1.0538 
 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V is greater than low filter value of 102 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 32696.87 
            current drawdown is -2721.88 
            maximum drawdown was -4306.25 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
EURO CURRENCY UNIT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file EUR001T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 1.0896 
 
Current V value is 0.041420 (414 ticks)  K1 value is 0.63 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.026095 (261 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 1.1157  SellStop is 1.0635 
 
V is equal to or greater than high filter value of 300 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High filter does not permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 42956.25 
            current drawdown is -606.25 
            maximum drawdown was -5362.49 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file AUD001T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.7753 
 
Current V value is 0.018480 (185 ticks)  K1 value is 0.84 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.015523 (155 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 0.7927  SellStop is 0.7617 
 
V is less than high filter value of 9999 
V has a floor value of 80 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 32635.00 
            current drawdown is -3670.00 
            maximum drawdown was -4785.00 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 



JAPANESE YEN SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file JPY002T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 119.1140 
 
Current V value is 0.000085 (85 ticks)  K1 value is 1.09 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.000093 (93 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 117.8828  SellStop is 120.5255 
 
Protective stop price is 125.0782 
Profit objective price is 116.8907 
 
V has a ceiling value of 70 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently long 1 contract(s) at 120.9629 
Open trade equity is 801.99 
 
From 980102 total profit is 76053.52 
            current drawdown is -244.53 
            maximum drawdown was -9939.50 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
SWISS FRANC SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file CHF001T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.9597 
 
Current V value is 0.018091 (181 ticks)  K1 value is 1.11 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.020081 (201 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 0.9438  SellStop is 0.9809 
 
V is less than high filter value of 205 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently flat 
 
From 980102 total profit is 41087.50 
            current drawdown is -556.25 
            maximum drawdown was -6010.53 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
BRITISH POUND SPOT       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 
 
Running .DAT file GBP004T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 1.4873 
 
Current V value is 0.045640 (456 ticks)  K1 value is 0.49 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.022364 (224 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 1.5090  SellStop is 1.4643 
 
Protective stop price is 1.5218 
Profit objective price is 1.4202 
 
V has a ceiling value of 500 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High/Low filters permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently short 1 contract(s) at 1.4706 
Open trade equity is -523.44 
 
From 980102 total profit is 39235.94 
            current drawdown is -1771.88 
            maximum drawdown was -5806.25 
================================================================ 
 
 
================================================================ 
 
                        SHIVA TRADING SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
                                  Version 1.18 
 
 
AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR       4494 Trading days from 980102 to 150327 



 
Running .DAT file AUD004T.DAT 
 
Last trading day was 150327   Closing price was 0.7753 
 
Current V value is 0.015110 (151 ticks)  K1 value is 1.03 
V*K1 for tomorrow is 0.015563 (156 ticks) 
 
BuyStop for tomorrow is 0.7909  SellStop is 0.7598 
 
Protective stop price is 0.7555 
Profit objective price is 0.8658 
 
V is equal to or greater than high filter value of 140 
V is greater than low filter value of 0 
 
High filter does not permit trading for tomorrow 
 
Currently long 1 contract(s) at 0.7713 
Open trade equity is 202.00 
 
From 980102 total profit is 46162.00 
            current drawdown is -727.50 
            maximum drawdown was -7655.00 
================================================================ 


